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- TO SHILLONG
- START POINT MANU VILLAGE KM 0+000
- NH-44
- MANU
- NH-44
- TO AGARTALA
- MAINAMA VILLAGE
- CHALENGETA VILLAGE
- EX CH- 11+408 DES CH- 10+800 PKG 1 END
- LALCHERA VILLAGE
- EX CH- 17+322 DES CH- 16+390 PKG 1 END
- CHANDIPUR VILLAGE
- Kanchanpur
- TO DALUCHERA, LALINGABARI
- END POINT OF PROJECT ROAD AT MIZORAM
- MANPUI VILLAGE
- TLAKSHI VILLAGE
- VAGHMUN VILLAGE
- SIMULING VILLAGE
- EX CH- 131+660 DES CH- 85+866 PKG 4 END
- EX CH- 87+000 DES CH- 46+589 PKG 2 END
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